DRAWING NOTES:

NOTE 1 - THE HIGH SIDE REFERENCE OF THE MIXED AIR D.P. SENSOR SHALL BE TUBED NEAR THE OUTDOOR AIR INTAKE OF THE AHU. THE LOW SIDE SHALL BE TUBED TO THE MIXED AIR PLENUM.

NOTE 2 - ALL VFD'S, INCLUDING ENERGY RECOVERY WHEEL VFD SHALL BE PROVIDED WITH FOUR HARD WIRED POINTS AND DATA CONNECTION SHALL BE CONNECTED AND INTEGRATED TO PRIMARY BAS SYSTEM BY TC CONTRACTOR.

NOTE 3 - INSTALL INSTRUMENT AS PER MANUFACTURER RECOMMENDATIONS. INSTALL AFMS TRANSMITTER OUTSIDE AIR HANDLING UNIT. [SEE U OF I: 23 09 23-09]

NOTE 4 - DAMPER ACTUATOR POWER SHALL BE WIDED THROUGH SAFETY CIRCUIT TO ENSURE POWER IS REMOVED DURING SAFETY TRIP.

GENERAL NOTES:

1. ALL RELAYS SHALL BE GOLD CONTACT.
2. PILOT RELAYS SHALL BE USED FOR ALL DIGITAL OUTPUT POINTS.
3. OPTICAL ISOLATION (ISOVERTERS) SHALL BE USED FOR ALL ANALOG INPUT POINTS AND ANALOG OUTPUT POINTS TO VFD'S OR ANY OTHER CONTROLLER/ANALYZER POWERED FROM A SEPARATE CIRCUIT.
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